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 Abstract This article addresses the writing of the history of Russian philosophy
 from the first of such works - Archimandrite Gavriil's Russian Philosophy [Rus-
 skaja filosofija , 1840] - to philosophical histories/textbooks in the twenty-first
 century. In the majority of these histories, both past and present, we find a relentless
 insistence on the delineation of "characterizing traits" of Russian philosophy and
 appeals to "historiosophy," where historiosophy is employed as being distinct from
 the historiographical method. In the 1990s and 2000s, the genre of the history of
 Russian philosophy has grown increasingly conservative with regards to content,
 with histories from this period demonstrating an almost exclusive Orthodox focus.
 This conservatism, in turn, has contributed to widespread contention in recent years
 over the status of these philosophical textbooks - disagreements that often lead to
 either (1) further appeals to "historiosophical" methods; or (2) denials of the
 domestic philosophical tradition altogether, where the response to the query "Is
 there philosophy in Russia?" is emphatically negative. This article argues that the
 contemporary disputes over the development and preservation of the Russian
 philosophical canon are in many ways part of a larger debate over the roles of
 Orthodoxy and the history of philosophy in post-Soviet philosophical thought.

 Keywords History of Russian and Soviet philosophy • Philosophy textbooks •
 Istorija russkoj filosofii

 Introduction

 One of the broadest statements we could make about contemporary Russian
 philosophy, were we to allow ourselves for a moment the pleasure of such
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 204 A. DeBiasio

 generalizations, might concern the difficulty of its characterization. While the
 average non-American philosopher has things to say about American pragmatism,
 the non-French about French postmodernism, and the non-German about German
 traditions of philosophical historiography, it is rarer that the non-Russian
 philosopher would care to converse on the topic of Russian thought.1 With the
 exception of small pockets of specialists (most notably in China, Finland, France,
 Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United States), as Konstantin Rylev
 notes, outside Russia, "Russian philosophy is received... with a shrug of the
 shoulders" (Rylev 2009).2
 Several reasons are repeatedly given to explain the marginal status of Russian
 philosophy. The most common of these: (1) cite Russia's turbulent political history
 as a retarding factor in its intellectual development; (2) point to a general unease
 within leading philosophical circles over inducting additional countries into the
 Western intellectual community; or (3) cite the Russian language as a barrier in a
 predominantly English-driven philosophical market. While there is truth in all of
 these reasons, I would add one additional explanation that specialists, rightfully
 optimistic about the promise in Russian's swift, post-Soviet intellectual develop-
 ment, are often hesitant to suggest: namely, that Russian thought has only a
 marginal role in the contemporary international community in part because Russian
 philosophers have yet to assert themselves in this community in any lasting way.3
 While this does not absolve the intellectual politics of the West, with its tendencies
 to canonize and colonize certain names and trends while letting others disappear
 into the folds of history, Russia must first enter into the system before we evaluate
 how that system reacts. Thus, while the non-French philosopher is bound to have
 come across French philosophy at some point during his academic career, we cannot
 rightfully expect the non-Russian philosopher to have any acquaintance with
 Russian thought. Even though a richly pluralistic tradition of philosophy exists in
 contemporary Russia - one that is perhaps even, as Evert van der Zweerde has
 noted, "part of the European philosophical tradition from the very beginning" (Van
 der Zweerde 2009, 174) - it slips further and further off the philosophical map if no
 one is reading it.4

 1 Even in the field of Slavic Studies, which is the location of most of the scholarship on Russian culture
 and intellectual life, rarely do we find work on philosophy proper. Vladimir Krasikov discusses the
 lackluster representation of Russian philosophy on the English-language internet in Russian Philosophy
 Today (2008). See Krasikov (2008): 234-260.

 2 ["В Европе русскую философию воспринимают... с пожиманием плеч."] All translations are mine
 unless otherwise noted.

 Rylev then continues by noting that while Russian literature, art, science, film, and even the "Russian
 character" are more or less well-defined, the nature of Russian philosophy remains a mystery (Rylev
 2009).

 3 There are certainly important historical exceptions to this claim, such as Mikhail Bakunin, or Nikolai
 Berdjaev and Lev Shestov, who enjoyed popularity (especially in France) in the twentieth century
 surrounding an elevated interest in existentialism. For contemporary exceptions, we might turn to
 Vladimir Kantor, who was included among the list of twenty-five "great global thinkers" in 2005 in the
 French weekly Le Nouvel Observateur, or Mikhail Ryklin, who was awarded the Leipzig Book Prize for
 Mutual Understanding in 2007.

 4 By "philosophical map" I mean what is accepted as the "philosophical canon," usually corresponding
 to what is taught in required courses to university students.
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 Writing the history of Russian philosophy 205

 If the cards for Russia abroad look grim, when we turn to Russian-language
 criticism we are given the impression that the domestic situation is even worse. Not
 only is it impossible to speak of a developed study of Russian philosophy outside
 the borders of Russia, but it is also often just as difficult to find a satisfactory
 characterization of Russian philosophy within Russia. Philosophical thought in
 Russia is incredibly diverse, yet a frequent opinion of Russia's philosophers reflects
 another set of beliefs: that there is no philosophy at home, or that philosophy now
 exists primarily in deficient, imitative, or absurd forms.
 According to a 2003 article by Aleksandr Ivanov, for instance, there can be no

 philosophy in Russia because contemporary Russian intellectual culture is entirely
 without ideas (Ivanov 2006, 55). In 2009, philologist Igor' Smirnov travelled to
 Moscow to present an augmented version of Ivanov's thesis: not only is the current
 Russian intellectual climate "idealess," but its dominating characteristics are
 deception and hedonism (Smirnov 2009). Daniil Kotsjubinskij has talked of Russian
 philosophers' "deficient intellectual independence" (Kotsjubinskij 1999, 27);
 Dmitrii Gal'kovskij has claimed their "complete unfruitfulness" (Gal'kovskij
 1995, 23). Although a member of a more conservative generation, Valentin
 Tolstykh expressed the same cynicism in his memoirs: "The current era is clearly
 not philosophical. It is rather, in spirit and tone, more about the commercial market
 and the social scene," he laments (Tolstykh 2008, 191).5 In a review of "the year in
 philosophy," publisher Valerij Anasvili summed up the situation colorfully and to
 the point: "the year 2008 did not really demonstrate any 'trends or directions', but
 rather, it revealed a magnificent illustration of a simple fact: in the heads of our
 intellectuals, politicians, and population, only the most wild, impetuous, absurd, far-
 from-reality phantasms and perceptions continue to live and thrive" (Anasvili
 2008).6 The sheer number and ardor of such comments suggests an alarming
 poverty of philosophy, as if a scan of the "domestic philosophy" stacks in any
 Russian library would not yield any contemporary additions to the collection.
 Yet, turn to the most traditional sub-field of philosophy in Russia, the history of

 Russian philosophy, and we are faced with a paradox. The self-abnegation of
 Russian publishers and intellectuals in regards to their own discipline stands out
 against a publication boom in the field of the history of Russian thought. Here I
 speak primarily of textbooks for the courses on Russian philosophy taught by their
 respective authors, all bearing some version of the same generic yet totalizing title:
 History of Russian Philosophy [Irf].7 Most also include some sort of pedagogical

 5 ["Время сейчас явно не философское, скорее, тусовочно-рыночное по своему духу и тону."] .

 6 ["2008 год скорее не продемонстрировал какие-то 'тренды и направления,' а явил собой
 великолепную иллюстрацию простого факта: в головах наших интеллектуалов, политиков и
 народонаселения продолжают жить и резвиться лишь самые дикие, буйные, несуразные, далекие от
 реальности фантазмы и представления."].

 7 In the name of manageability, I have made two important distinctions here. First, I am interested solely
 in the history of Russian philosophy and not the entire study of the history of philosophy in Russia (the
 latter has been extensively researched; the former has not). Second, in order to work with a manageable
 number of texts, I have limited myself only to those books that purport to be histories of Russian
 philosophy. This thereby excludes the overwhelming number of pedagogical texts found on the shelves of
 university bookstores, many of which focus on exam preparation by advertising themselves not just as
 textbooks, but as study guides, handbooks, definition lists, and even "cheat sheets" [spargalki]. In this
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 206 A. DeBiasio

 subtitle, such as Textbook for Higher Education Institutions [Ucebnik dlja VUZov],
 Course of Lectures [Kurs lektsij], or, on the front cover of one history:
 "Recommended by Teachers at Moscow State University" ["Rekomenduetsja
 prepodavateljami MGU"].8
 Certainly the active publication of histories of Russian philosophy is not enough
 to combat the argument that there is no philosophy in Russia today. If we look past
 their generic titles to the actual content of these histories, however, we see that
 although most present themselves as textbooks or educational supplements (many of
 which enjoy steady institutional funding precisely because of this fact), they are
 much more interesting than their pedagogical designations suggest. On the one
 hand, when compared to the tradition of Russian philosophical historiography, these
 histories are highly conservative in matters of content and form: both the subject
 matter (names, trends, movements) and the manner of presentation are predictable
 in almost every instance. On the other hand, in their traditionalism they are received
 as anachronistic. They clash with the changing discipline around them - a discipline
 that is increasingly looking to the contemporary West rather than to the Russian past
 in the search for a new philosophical paradigm. With such a vast array of histories in
 play at the present moment and with new histories and textbooks continuing to be
 published, it appears that the sub-discipline of the history of Russian philosophy is
 paralyzed in the role of historian, when continuously rewriting the history of
 Russian philosophy is unlikely to earn it a place in the international philosophical
 community. Moreover, I will argue that we can trace the tension surrounding these
 histories to their anachronism - to the fact that they continue to employ nineteenth-
 century models, inciting impassioned, discipline-abnegating reactions against these
 models.

 Although it is not my goal here to retell the history of histories of Russian
 philosophy in full detail, a detour is necessary in order to make clear the tradition
 out of which the contemporary writing of the history of Russian philosophy comes.

 Historiosophy as the philosophy of history

 When we speak of modern European historiography, it is nearly impossible to agree
 on a common genesis point, be it Leopold von Ranke's History of the Latin and
 Teutonic Nations from 1494 to 1514 [Geschichte der romanischen und germanis-
 chen Volker von 1494 bis 1514 ] in Germany, Arild Huitfeldťs non-chronological
 Chronicle of the Kingdom of Denmark [Danmarks riges kr0nike , 1595-1604] in
 Denmark, or the Marquis de Condorcet and Jules Michelet in France. In particular,
 by "modern history" I have in mind histories that take a narrative approach to their
 subject matter, be it Huitfeldťs noticeable sympathies for the aristocratic state and
 skepticism with regards to primary sources, or the emphasis on great politicians and

 Footnote 7 continued

 regard, it also excludes specialized studies, for instance, Igor' Evlampiev's History of Russian Meta-
 physics [isto rija russkoj metafiziki , 2000].

 8 The book in question is Mikhail Maslin's History of Russian Philosophy [Irf, 2008].
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 Writing the history of Russian philosophy 207

 quotations from primary sources in Von Ranke. In other words, modern
 historiography marks the deliberate interpretive retelling and organization of
 history. Here we cannot but turn to Hayden White's thesis in Metahistory (1973),
 where he maintains that writing a history is essentially a poetic act. The
 historiographer takes texts, which make up the "data" of his work, and fashions
 an aesthetic product from them, which he then labels and distributes as "history."
 As White notes, "there can be no 'proper history' which is not at the same time
 'philosophy of history,"' as to write a history is to already have a particular reading
 of the past in mind (White 1973, xi).
 While annalistic literature, or the simple recording of history, was present in Rus'

 as early as the Primary Chronicle [Povesť vremennykh let], Vasilij Tatiscev's five-
 part interpretive Russian History Dating Back to the Most Ancient Times [I s to rija
 Rossijskaja s samykh drevnejsikh vremen] - presented to the Academy of Sciences
 in 1739 with the first volume published only in 1768-1769 - is typically considered
 the beginning of modern Russian historical inquiry. This same interest in
 historiography was slow to take up root in the discipline of philosophy, however.
 The first history of Russian philosophical thought, Russian Philosophy [Russkaja
 filosofija ], was published in 1840 by Archimandrite Gavriil, yet it was not until the
 early twentieth century that other texts of the same genre began to appear. From the
 very beginning, these histories embraced the identification of Russian philosophy's
 "characterizing traits" as their primary task. The goal was to clearly delineate
 Russian thought from other philosophical traditions, albeit (rather surprisingly)
 rarely with the motive of elevating it above all others. In fact, Boris Iakovenko and
 Gustav Spet, following in the footsteps of Petr Čaadaev, would instead make a case
 for Russia's intellectual inferiority in their Sketches of Russian Philosophy [Očerki
 russkoj filosofii, 1922] and Sketch of the Development of Russian Philosophy [Očerk
 razvitija russkoj filosofii , 1922], respectively. Given that the approaches to form in
 most histories of Russian philosophy are nearly identical, what distinguishes them
 from one another are the sets of "characterizing traits" that they offer - an objective
 that leads to a competitive dialogue between histories in which they reference,
 polemicize with, and, sometimes, even denounce, one another.

 Archimandrite Gavriil (Vasilij Voskresenskij) was Professor in the Department
 of Ecclesiastical Law at Kazan' State University from 1835 until 1850, and his
 Russian Philosophy was the concluding volume of his six-part History of
 Philosophy [Istorija filosofii], written between 1839 and 1840. Here Gavriil offers
 a tripartite model for understanding Russian thought, emphasizing Orthodoxy,
 autocracy, and nationality [ národnost '] as the three fundamental pillars of Russian
 philosophy - a tradition he traces back to the Christianization of Rus' in 988. While

 his inclusion of theologians and statesmen (e.g. Evgenij Bolkhovitinov, Feofan
 Prokopovič, and even Daniil Zatočnik) in the ranks of Russia's first philosophers
 might evoke suspicion in the contemporary reader, there is nothing surprising about
 Gavriil's methodology. Seven years earlier, in 1833, along with his Minister of
 Education Sergej Uvarov, Nicholas I had adopted a tri-partite policy concerning the
 structure of the university system in the Russian Empire, declaring that, where
 public education was concerned, the principles of Orthodoxy, autocracy, and
 nationality (the "Uvarov triad") should govern. Gavriil transfers this triad to the
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 208 A. DeBiasio

 discipline of philosophy, whereby philosophy was defined as that which demon-
 strated Orthodoxy, autocracy, and nationality in its writing.
 By the early twentieth century, other histories of Russian philosophy began to
 appear. The earliest of these was Evgenij Bobrov's three- volume Philosophy in
 Russia. Materials , Research , and Notes [Filosofija v Rossii. Materialy , issledovanija
 i zametki , 1889-1903]. A student of the Leibniz scholar Gustav Teichmuller at
 Dorpat University (present-day University of Tartu) and, later, professor at Kazan'
 State University, Bobrov was himself a dedicated Leibnizian. He is often linked
 with the early university tradition in Russian philosophy, known for its psychology-
 oriented positivism and neo-Kantianism.9 Perhaps best remembered for his own
 contribution to the Russian neo-Kantian movement - the reformulation of the

 slogan "back to Kant" as "back to Leibniz" - Bobrov's history, which he published
 in six installments over the course of 14 years, is centered on the academic tradition.
 Rather than provide classifying traits like Gavriil (and, in this way, making a
 methodological choice that we will later see is typical of those histories that focus
 on academic philosophy), Bobrov concluded that it was structured inquiry in the
 discipline of the history of philosophy alone that could provide objective answers in
 an intellectual climate of controversial questions (Bobrov 1899-1903).

 A decade after the release of Bobrov's third volume, Ernest Radlo v published
 Sketch of the History of Russian Philosophy [Ocerk istorii russkoj filosofii , 1912], a
 development of an earlier work published in a German-language journal in 1890
 (Radlow 1890, 675-692). After studying in St. Petersburg, Berlin, and Leipzig,
 Radlov returned to Russia to become a founding member of the Philosophical
 Society at St. Petersburg University in 1901, a member of the Russian Academy of
 Sciences, and, toward the end of his life, director of the St. Petersburg public library
 (1917-1924). He was the author of several philosophical textbooks and histories,
 including History of Philosophy [Istorija filosofii, 1897] and Sketch of the History of
 the Historiography of Philosophy [Očerk istorii istoriografii filosofii , 1899]. 10 For
 Radlov, philosophy was a universal knowledge system comprised of sub-disciplines
 (philosophy of history, philosophy of religion, psychology, and sociology), all of
 which are directed toward the investigation of three primary philosophical concepts:
 truth [istina], existence, and duty [dolzenstvovanie]. The unpacking of these
 concepts, in which intuition, speculation, and critical reflection were all to play an
 important role, would in turn lead to answers to what Radlov viewed as the three
 fundamental questions of human existence: How does one explain natural
 phenomena, human perception and knowledge, and human action?

 In his Sketch of the History of Russian Philosophy Radlov undertakes a
 paradoxical task: he sets out to write the history of the philosophy of a country that,
 according to him, has produced no philosophy. Here we clearly see the legacy of
 Caadaev's first philosophical letter from 1829, as Radlov laments that the Russian
 people "do not have an original philosophy or a self-sustained philosophical system

 9 On Russian academic philosophy see Pustarnakov (2003).

 Radlov also participated in the editing of the collected works of Vladimir Solov'ëv (1911-1914), about
 whom he wrote books in 1909 and 1911.
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 Writing the history of Russian philosophy 209

 at all" (Radlov 1912, 3).11 It is impossible to speak of Russian philosophy in the
 same way that one speaks of French, German, or English philosophy, he continues,
 insofar as a national philosophy and national philosophers ("Descartes for the
 French, Kant for the Germans, Bacon for the English") do not exist in Russia
 (Ibid. 4). 12

 Yet, after first condemning Russian thought as unoriginal and perhaps
 nonexistent, Radlov continues by delineating its two distinguishing characteristics,
 retracing the same paradoxical steps Čaadaev took as his thoughts developed over
 the course of his eight letters. The first distinguishing characteristic that Radlov cites
 is a borrowing and simplification of Bobrov: the propensity toward the search for
 truth and the meaning of life. The second characteristic, Radlov continues, is
 Russian philosophy's preoccupation with spirituality, mysticism, and questions that
 address the power and necessity of faith. It is this paradox - the identification of
 distinguishing traits of a philosophy we are told does not exist - that fails to trouble
 Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk in his 1913 The Spirit of Russia, when he praises Radlov
 for "admitting] that Russia has not yet produced a thoroughly original and
 independent system of philosophy" while also "refusing] to accept the skeptical
 view that, while philosophy is known in Russia, there is no Russian philosophy"
 (Masaryk 1961-1967, 199).

 In the second edition of Sketch of the History of Russian Philosophy (1920),
 however, Radlov revises his take on Russian philosophy significantly. The tradition
 is now characterized, he writes, by "a dominating interest in ethical questions- not
 in theoretical questions, but specifically in the application of ethical theories in
 practice." It is also characterized by "a love for the objective, in the negation of
 subjectivity" (Radlov 1912, 4).13

 Matvej Ersov's The Path of the Development of Philosophy in Russia [Puť
 razvitija filosofii v Rossii, 1921] combines the university focus of Bobrov' s
 Philosophy in Russia with the negation of Radlov' s 1912 Sketch of the History of
 Russian Philosophy. He discusses in detail developments in philosophy at Moscow
 State University (e.g. Pamfil Iurkevič, Matvej Troitskij, Nikolaj Grot), St.
 Petersburg University (e.g. Mikhail Vladislavtsev, Aleksandr Vvedenskij, Nikolaj
 Losskij), and Kiev University (e.g. Sil'vestr Gogotskij and Aleksej Kozlov).
 Although Eršov's approach is optimistic - Russian philosophy will, without a
 doubt, make its mark - he admits that it has so far failed in developing an original
 domestic tradition: what he views as the main requirement of a "national

 11 ["У русских нет вполне оригинальной философии, самостоятельной философской системы."].

 12 Beside' s Špeťs 1922 Sketch of the Development of Russian Philosophy , similar accusations can be
 found in Nikolai Berdjaev' s Cloudy Faces : Types of Religious Thought in Russia [Mutnye liki : tipy
 religioznoj mysli v Rossii , 1915-1922] and in Boris F. Egorov's more recent book, Russian Utopias
 [Rossijskie utopii , 2007], in which he argues that the defining features of Russian philosophers are faith in
 utopia, hope in providence, and crippling laziness (what Nikolaj Dobroljubov coined "Oblomovščina" in
 1859).

 13 ["Первая - это преимущественный интерес к этическим вопросам, притом не теоретическим, а
 именно к применению этических теорий на практике... Вторая... состоит в любви к объективному, в
 отрицании субъективизма."].
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 philosophy" (Eršov 1922, 5).14 Like Bobrov's methodologically similar history,
 Eršov fails to provide an answer as to what "original" might mean in this case.
 However, he is clear that whatever it is, it can occur only in the universities
 (specifically, in Moscow and St. Petersburg) and only in a post- 1863 Russia - the
 date of the statute that called an end to more than a decade of prohibition of
 philosophy in institutions of higher education (Ibid. 23 and 14). 15
 As the century progresses and university philosophy is quickly upstaged by
 religious metaphysics and theological concerns, the delineation of "characterizing
 traits" becomes an irremovable part of philosophical historiography. In Bobrov and
 Eršov, these "characterizing traits" serve the purpose of organizing the material at
 hand (the thinkers included in these volumes are predominantly academy oriented,
 rather than religious, philosophers).16 By the middle of the twentieth century, with
 the rise of Orthodox-oriented histories, these traits are instilled with an additional,

 prophetic connotation, often identified not only as organizational tools but as
 making up the essence of Russian philosophy. Although the insistence of historians
 on offering these personalized schémas is explainable by White's evaluation of
 history as a narrative, or poetic, act, his thesis does not provide a satisfactory
 explanation for the exceptionalist, and often messianic, tendencies in these histories.
 Instead, this messianism is more profitably viewed in terms of a changing view of
 the discipline of philosophy from something that occurs in the universities and
 academies (Bobrov, Radlov, Eršov) to a practice based on a Romantic, speculative
 tradition. Furthermore, this change is reflected in a linguistic turn, whereby the term
 "historiography" is often set aside in favor of the Romantic borrowing "histor-
 iosophy." Russian thinkers in particular have taken great care to distinguish and
 elevate historiosophy from the history of philosophy, though the distinction is never
 truly clear.17

 In his 1883 essay "Philosophy of History and Historiosophy" ["Filosofija istorii i
 istoriosofija"], for instance, historian Nikolaj Kareev claims that while the
 philosophy of history is the "philosophical survey of the past fates of humanity,"
 historiosophy refers to the development of philosophical theories of historical
 knowledge and the historical process (Kareev 2006, 239). Here Kareev seems to
 want to identify the surveying and description of various views (for him a somehow
 purely empirical, and possibly objective, project) as the philosophy of history,
 whereas the actual formation of these positions falls into the category of
 historiosophy. In this way, the historian of philosophy turns his back to the future,
 becoming the passive observer of the past that Walter Benjamin saw in Paul Klee' s
 Angelus Novus (1920), whereas the historiosopher participates actively in the

 14 Ersov's conception of philosophy here is linked to the Russian nation [natsija], as the development of
 philosophy in a particular country is dependent on the political policy, both foreign and domestic. See
 Eršov (1922, 66-67).

 15 Restrictions on philosophy were repealed between 1850 and 1863, depending on the university.

 16 We find this also in Špeťs History , in which philosophy is not limited to being the handmaiden of
 Orthodox theology - a position it would find itself in within émigré communities in the middle of the
 century.

 17 On historiosophy in the Russian Rosicrucian thinker Ivan Lopukhin see Berg (2008, 44-57). For a rare
 contemporary use of the term in reference to a non-Russian thinker, see McCalla (1998).
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 making of intellectual history (Benjamin 1966, 253-264). Alongside the many
 problems with this opaque distinction, such a view lies in clear contrast with the
 dominant Western model that places historical investigation precisely within the
 bounds of the philosophy of history (Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, and even, for that
 matter, Fukuyama).

 The ill-defined term "historiosophy" also appears in Nikolaj Berdjaev' s assertion
 that "original Russian thought is born as historiosophical thought," thus elevating
 historiosophy above other historical modes (Berdjaev 1991, 5). According to
 Georgij Florovskij, historiosophy is any speculation on the "fate of Russia," which
 he sees most apparently in Čaadaev and, shortly after, the Slavophiles (Florovskij
 1982, 247). We encounter the same discriminating use of the term as representative
 of some "innate" quality of Russian thought in Vasilij Zen'kovskij's History of
 Russian Philosophy [///, 1948-1950], where he explains that Russian thought is
 "completely historiosophical" ["sploš' istoriosofična"], since "it is constantly
 addressing the question of the meaning of history, the end of history, etc."
 (Zen'kovskij 1991, 22).18 In recent scholarship, Lev Šaposhnikov and Aleksandr
 Fedorov's 2006 History of Russian Philosophy [Istorija russkoj religioznoj filosofii]
 evokes this enigmatic category in a section dedicated to "The Historiosophy of the
 Slavophiles" ["Istoriosofija slavjanofilov"], while Mikhail Maslin 2008 History
 [Irf] notes that, for Solov'ëv, historiosophy was "an attempt to understand world
 history as a 'long line of free actions'" (Maslin 2008b, c, 344). In his 1994
 "Introduction to the Historiosophy of Russia" ["Vvedenie v istoriosofiju Rossii"],
 Aleksandr Kazin notes that in Russia the historiosophical question is "a question of
 Russia as a spiritual-historical reality: her past, her present, and her future" (Kazin
 1994, 58). In not a single of these studies is any attempt made to explain to the
 reader the difference between the philosophy of history and historiosophy.19

 In the entry for "historiosophy" in Viačeslav Kemerov's Philosophical
 Encyclopedia [Filosofskaja entsiklopedija , 1998], author E. V. Gutov provides us
 with a bit more clarity, defining the term as "the philosophy of history in the form of

 an integral [tselostnoe] insight into the variability and the continuity of concrete
 historical forms (Gutov 1998)."20 Here we see the influence of Schelling, who, in
 parting ways with what he saw to be the stifling rationalism of Hegel, viewed

 18 ["... больше всего замята темой о человеке, о его судьбе и путях, о смысле и целях истории."].

 19 Here a productive comparison can be made to Henry Laurie's history of Scottish philosophy, Scottish
 Philosophy in its National Development (1902). Although Laurie's history clearly employs a Romantic
 model, in that the author consistently returns to stating his goal of "considering the philosophy of
 Scotland as a national development," he does so exclusively by comparing Scottish philosophy with
 corresponding international philosophical dialogues: for instance, discussing Immanuel Kant as a critical
 response to David Hume, or tracing the influence of Thomas Reid on French spiritual thought. See Laurie
 (1902, 7). While James McCosh's earlier The Scottish Philosophy (1874) does engage in identifying
 explicit "characterizing traits," they are not essentialized, and thus we might identify them as more akin
 to those of the academic tradition of Russian philosophical historiography. For McCosh, these
 "characterizing traits" are Scottish philosophy's: (1) employment of the method of observation; (2) view
 of self-consciousness as the instrument of observation; and (3) idea that, with the help of consciousness,

 one is able to come to know principles prior to and independent of experience (what Reid called
 "principles of common sense"). See McCosh (1974, 2-7).

 20 ["философии истории, созданная как целостное постижение вариативности и преемственности
 конкретных исторических форм"].
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 history not only as the process of the gradual unfolding and self-revelation of the
 absolute. It also included an intuitive element, engaging the human intellect in the
 urgent task of grasping history's "One Ideal" (Schelling 1927, 603 and 588).
 Under the early influence of Fichtean transcendental idealism, this ideal was most
 attainable through the creativity of the arts. After moving through a period of
 productivity on absolute identity (which was, for Schelling, the condition for
 consciousness), Schelling would later add religion as another access point into the
 object of history. What the arts and religion had in common was that they reached
 this "One Ideal" of the world system through intuition [ Anschauung ], on which not
 just the whole of mathematics was based, but also the natural sciences in their most
 perfect form. Although much of Schelling - particularly the Naturphilosophie - is
 criticized for being poorly organized and underdeveloped, it was perhaps this
 porosity that made his thought so attractive to Russian thinkers, finding in it room
 for interpretation and appropriation.
 For Gutov, the object of history is revealed through historiosophical intuition, or
 knowledge of the three stages in which history is grounded: (1) the beginning of
 history; (2) the end of history; and (3) he intervening period, which includes the
 process of world-creation [mirotvorenie] in the form of historical, social cultural,
 and religious continuity - that is, as Gutov elaborates, man's inclusion in the
 universal process. This tripartite division of human history will immediately take
 the reader back to Hegel's division between traditional society, modernity, and a
 third stage - one that would take the best aspects from the previous two, and one
 that the author's Phenomenology of Spirit [Phänomenologie des Geistes , 1807] was
 meant to usher in.

 Perhaps an even more fruitful connection could be made to August Cieszkow-
 ski's reading of Hegel in Prolegomena to a Historiosophy [Prolegomena zur
 Historiosophie, 1838]. Here the three stages include: (1) the primal harmony of
 antiquity; (2) the alienated reflection of the Christian period, marked by a tension
 between spirit and matter, as between action and thought; and (3) the eventual
 overcoming of duality through the synthesis of opposites. While Cieszkowski's
 three-fold division appears almost structurally identical to the Hegelian arrange-
 ment, it was, as Arthur McCalla notes, a "confrontation of Hegel with the
 messianism of the Polish Romantics" (McCalla 1998, 403). Cieszkowski's third
 stage was in fact a post-Hegelian state, in which the Hegalian dualism between spirit
 and particular existence was overcome through a synthesis of opposites, making
 way for a palingenetic immortality.21 In this final stage, the soul would
 progressively perfect itself through a series of transfigurations, continuing well
 past the endpoint of history in Hegel's Phenomenology.

 Indeed, Gutov may have had Cieszkowski in mind when he called attention to the
 specifically Christian form of historiosophical insight, where the individual comes
 to comprehend the "essence" of history - the universal laws and metahistorical
 meanings developing in it (McCalla 1998, 403). This happens, he notes, through a

 21 Here we are reminded of Emanuel Swedenborg' s much earlier hints at post-religion in Angelic
 Wisdom About Divine Providence [Sapientia Angelica de Divina Providentia , 1764], where confessional
 differences are leveled by the commonalities between all religions (Swedenborg 1961, 358-361).
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 synthesis of Judaic messianism and the eschatological elements of the New
 Testament, in particular the Book of Revelation. For Gutov, thus, historiosophy is a
 higher form of the history of philosophy, in which the individual gains insight into
 the absolute knowledge of history: for Cieszkowski - its post-Hegelian te los ' for
 Schelling - its "One Ideal."
 In the writing of the history of Russian philosophy, the growing messianic

 urgency to have a historiosophy - a theory of history that is somehow specific to the
 Russian context - escalates in the mid and late twentieth century: this time, not only

 as an extended response to Romanticism, but because, following the expatriation of
 the intelligentsia in the early 1920s, Orthodox philosophy continued its life abroad
 in émigré communities of exiled religious philosophers. Georgij Florovskij's
 history, The Ways of Russian Theology [Puti russkogo bogoslovija , 1937], for
 instance, not only limits its content to religious philosophy, but spends at least half
 of its focus on what the author calls "the path to catastrophe" - the lead-up to the
 Philosophy Steamer - with section titles like "On the Eve" ["Nakanune"] and "The
 Russian Soul at the Fatal Junction. The Beginning of the Tragedy of Russian
 Culture" ["Russkaja duša na rokovom perekreste. Zavjazka russkoj tragedii
 kul' tury"]. 22 In fact, of the best known of such philosophers, only Pavel Florenskij
 and Aleksej Losev remained in Russia, and both ended up in the camps. The writing
 of the history of philosophy during this period, thus, can in some way be seen as an
 attempt to recreate pre-revolutionary orthodox scholarship within Russian diasp-
 oras.23 As Abdusalam Gusejnov and Vladislav Lektorskij have put it, "it was
 effectively Russian philosophy itself which was in exile: it survived in the countries
 of Europe, but as a fragment of the old Russia, as a pale manifestation of its arrested
 dreams" (Gusejnov and Lektorskij 2009, 6).
 Following Florovskij's history, between 1948 and 1950 in Paris Vasilij

 Zen'kovskij published History of Russian Philosophy [Irf'. "If it is necessary to
 give some sort of general characteristics of Russian philosophy," Zen'kovskij
 begins (as though any proper historiographical project requires such a character-
 ization), "then in the first place I would have to propose the anthropocentrism of
 Russian philosophical pursuits. Russian philosophy ... is above all concerned with
 the theme of man , of his fate and paths, of the meaning and goals of history"

 22 Florovskij left the Soviet Union before the dispatch of the steamer, moving first to Bulgaria in 1920, to
 Prague in 1926, and to New York in 1948.

 23 It should be noted, however, that Florovskij's history was regarded as extreme even within the context
 of émigré Orthodoxy. Its orientation to an idealized, pre-revolutionary past received staunch criticism
 from other philosophers abroad. In the 1937 article "Orthodoxy and Humaneness" ["Ortodoksija i
 čelovečnosť"], published in the émigré journal Path [ Puť ], Nikolaj Berdjaev, who was known for his
 own form of religious extremism during the later years of his life, condemned Florovskij's history,
 suggesting that it would have been better titled the Waylessness of Russian Theology [Besputstvo
 russkogo bogosloviia]. Angry about the way he was portrayed in the book, Berdjaev accuses its author of
 being a "Romantic Byzan tinist" and not a "Russian Christian": "Florovskij describes Fr. S. Bulgakov
 and me [Berdjaev] up until the year 1917, but our most important books, those defining our world-view,
 were written after 1917. This is not right." See Berdjaev (1937).

 ["О. Г. Флоровский характеризует о. С. Булгакова и меня до 17 года, в то время как главные наши
 книги, определяющие наше миросозерцание, написаны после 17 года. Это неправильно."].
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 (Zen'kovskij 1991, 21).24 Here Zen'kovskij emphasizes the "profound and
 essential" role of religion, yet he is careful not to subsume the majority of Russian
 thought under the category of theology - a reservation that may account for the
 popularity of his text and its perceived objectivity among many contemporary
 historians, religious and secular alike.

 A year later, History of Russian Philosophy [Irf9 1951] was published by Nikolaj
 Losskij, whose death in 1965, along with the death of Fedor Stepun in the same
 year, is typically considered to mark the end of the period of Russian émigré
 philosophy. Like Radlov and Florovskij, Losskij defines the nature of Russian
 thought as anti-theoretical and religion-oriented: "Russian philosophers believe in
 intellectual intuition, in moral and aesthetic experiences, which reveal the highest
 values to us; but above all they believe in the mystical religious experience, which
 establishes a connection between man and God and His kingdom" (Losskij 1994,
 472).25 Although he dedicates a substantial part of the chapter "Epistemology,
 Logic, and Metaphysics on the Last Quarter of the Nineteenth Century" to the
 importance of epistemologica! questions to Russian thinkers (particularly "intui-
 tivism in epistemology," or what he calls "epistemologica! realism"), his history
 quickly lapses into a predictable survey of the principal thinkers and ideas of the
 nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, with over fifty pages on Vladimir Solov'ëv
 alone (Ibid., 90-146). Perhaps the most interesting moment of Losskij' s text appears
 in the penultimate chapter, dedicated to "recent developments in Russian
 philosophy," which also unfortunately includes a nepotistic nod to himself and
 his son, with individual sections entitled "N. Losskij" and "V. Losskij."
 The streamlining of philosophy during the Soviet era, whether in the form of
 early purges or varying restrictions on publishing, in many ways carved out an
 attractive niche for the study of the history of philosophy. As Van der Zweerde
 notes, historiography developed as "a semi-autonomous discipline in combination
 with the - in the last resort political - requirement to stay, at least formally, within
 the framework of Marxist-Leninist philosophy" (Van der Zweerde 1990, 39). In
 other words, the history of philosophy was an almost ideologically neutralized
 sphere in which philosophers could quietly carry out their research without the
 anticipation of much trouble from the authorities. The same could not be said for the

 sub-field of the history of Russian philosophy, however, which, when separated
 from its ideologically problematic components (i.e. mysticism, religious philoso-
 phy, idealism), left little for the researcher to study. It is not surprising, thus, that the
 few histories of Russian philosophy in the Soviet Union took the form of criticism
 of these very elements.

 For instance, the multi-authored From the History of Russian Philosophy [Iz
 istorii russkoj filosofii, 1952] begins by denouncing the histories of Jakovenko, Špet,
 and Radlov as fallacious works by "the most cynical idealist-reactionary White-

 24 ["Если уже нужно давать какие-либо обшие характеристики русской философии, ... то я бы на
 первый план выдвинул антропоцентризм русских философских исканий. Русская философия ...
 больше веет занята темой о человеке , о его судьбе и путях, о смысле и целях истории."].

 25 ["Русские философы доверяют интеллектуалмюй интуиции, нравственному и эстетическому
 опытам, раскрывающим нам высочайшие ценности, но прежде всего они доверяют мистическому
 религиозному опыту, который устанавливает связь человека с богом и его царством."].
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 émigré pseudo-historians" for engaging in the "mockery of the philosophical
 thought of the Russian people" (Iovcuk 1952, 3).26 In the first chapter, Mikhail
 Iovčuk (founder and former chairman of the Department of the History of Russian
 Philosophy at Moscow State University under the auspices of which this history was
 written) assures the reader that in the place of religious thought, Marxist-Leninism
 has allowed the realization of the previously impossible: that is, the scientific study
 of the particularities of the development of Russian philosophy (and the
 philosophies of all nations, for that matter). The identifying characteristic of
 Russian thought, he continues, is its fusion of progressive materialistic tendencies
 with democratic thinking as it seeks to answer the burning question of philosophy:
 Did God create the world, or does matter exist independently and eternally? The
 impatient reader is in luck; the answer is given before the question is posed.27
 We find a less dogmatic appraisal in Anatolij Galaktionov and Petr Nikandrov' s

 History of Russian Philosophy [Iff, 1961], which appeared in two later versions: the
 second in 1970 as History of Russian Philosophy XI -XIX c. [Isf XI-XIX vekov], and
 the third in 1989 as History of Russian Philosophy IX-XX c. [IsfIX-XX vekov] . Both
 members of the Department of the History of Philosophy at the then Leningrad State
 University, Galaktionov and Nikandrov begin their study of "original Russian
 philosophy" in the mid-nineteenth century, spending a considerable amount of time
 on Maksim Antonovič, Mikhail Bakunin, Vissarion Belinskij, Nikolaj Dobroljubov,
 Aleksandr Herzen, and Dmitrij Pisarev. By the 1860s Russian thought was so
 influential, the history confirms, that it had an influence not only on Slavic peoples,
 but on the more progressive countries of Western Europe (Galaktionov and
 Nikandrov 1970, 17-18). While naturally spending a great deal of time on the
 tension between idealism and materialism, this history ironically spares the reader
 the emphasis on "characterizing traits," providing instead a welcome summary of
 thinkers (e.g. Konstantin Kavelin, Nikolaj Spešnev, and Maksim Kovalevskij) that
 are rarely mentioned in religious or university-focused histories alike. The same is
 the case for the five volume, multi-author History of Philosophy in the USSR
 [Istorija filosofii v SSSR, 1968-1988], which instead highlights "tendencies"
 [tendentsii] in Russian philosophical thought, such as "god-searching" and
 "confrontations with rationalism," rather than "characterizing traits" (Evgrafov
 1971, 24).

 In this regard, Soviet-era histories are more original and progressive in their
 subject matter than Orthodox histories of Russian philosophy - undoubtedly a result
 of the dramatically different concept of philosophy and its aims (as well as the
 location of its practice) held by each tradition. We see this in Georgij Plekhanov' s
 three-volume History of Russian Social Thought [Istorija russkoj obscestvennoj
 mysli, 1914-1925]. Although Plekhanov opens predictably by stating that the
 entirety of his work comes from the point of view of Marx's famous formula "being
 determines consciousness" (Plekhanov 1925, 1), he avoids essentializing Russian

 26 ["издевательство над философской мыслью русского народа"].

 27 No less biting in its criticism is Valerij Kuvakin's Religious Philosophy in Russia [Religioznaja
 filosofija v Rossii, 1980], which studies Berdjaev, Bulgakov, Rozanov and others as examples of anti-
 intellectual bourgeois philosophy. See Kuvakin (1980).
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 philosophy, actually referring to Belinskij as a fanatic for his claim in "A View of
 Russian Literature from 1864" ["Vzgljad na russkuju literaturu 1846 goda"] that
 "one of the greatest, most intelligent successes of our time is that we finally
 understood that Russia had her own history, one that does not resemble the histories
 of any of the European states" (Ibid., 9).28
 In looking back over the writing of the history of Russian philosophy, the reader
 will be immediately struck by a distinction between academic tendencies and
 university structures (e.g. Bobrov, Eršov, Galaktionov and Nikandrov), on the one
 hand, and a relentless insistence on essentialization within the boundaries of
 Orthodoxy (e.g. Gavriil, Florenskij, Losskij), on the other. While classification may
 be an unavoidable aspect of historiographical scholarship, here the answer to the
 question "What is Russian philosophy?" can often be summed up in the delineation
 of sets of intrinsic properties or "characterizing traits" in the Introduction (or, in the
 case of Losskij' s history, the Conclusion), which the remainder of the text then
 serves to prove. These characteristics, in turn, are highly correlative to the structure
 of the intellectual hegemony of the day. In Archimandrite Gavriil's history, this
 classificatory tendency took the form of an essentializing "national" narrative that
 offered a view of philosophy as intimately connected with a concept of Russian
 Orthodoxy, autocracy and, nationality. In Russian histories from the beginning of
 the twentieth century until 1922, and then continuing in émigré communities until
 1965, this same classifying tendency is apparent in philosophy's movement to an
 almost exclusively Orthodox focus, as well as an increase in messianism and
 "historiosophical" approaches. In the Soviet Union, histories responded to the
 further compaction of the discipline according to the current official narrative,
 where the representation of Russian philosophy (for instance, on the pages of the
 many editions of the philosophical encyclopedias and dictionaries) depended on the
 edition, as each re-print reflected the state's stance on philosophy at a given time.

 Contemporary histories: philosophical arguments and arguing
 over philosophy

 When we turn to contemporary histories of Russian philosophy we see that, in
 regard to content, they do not differ substantially from their predecessors. There is
 still a frequent focus on the religious tradition (e.g. Serbinenko, Sapošnikov,
 Zamaleev), with few either substantially (Maslin) or exclusively (Pustarnakov)
 addressing university philosophy. What sets the contemporary writing of the history
 of Russian philosophy apart from the earlier tradition, however, is the sheer volume
 of histories published. This trend begins in the nineties, with Mikhail Gromov and
 N. S. Kozlov's Russian Philosophical Thought X-XVII c. [Russkaja filosofskaja
 mysV X-XVII veJcov, 1990], Vasilij Vancugov's Sketch of the History of " Original
 Russian " Philosophy [Ocerk istorii filosofii " Samobytno-russkoj ", 1994], Sergej

 28 [Один их величайших умственных успехов нашего времени в том состоит, что мы, наконец, поняли,
 что у России была своя история, нисколько не похожая на историю ни одного европейского
 государства.].
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 Levitskij's Sketches on the History of Russian Philosophy [Očerki po istorii russkoj
 filosofii , 1996], and Avraam Novikov's History of Russian Philosophy [Irf, 1998]. 29

 By the early twenty-first century we see the publication of these histories develop
 into an outright historical boom with several histories released each year, the most
 well-known of which are Petr Saprono v' s Russian Philosophy. An Attempt at a
 Typological Characterization [Russkaja filosofija. Opyt tipologičeskoj kharakteris-
 tiki , 2000]; Aleksandr Zamaleev's Lectures on the History of Russian Philosophy
 XI-XX C. [Lektsii po irf XI-XX, 2001]; P. V. Kalitan and A. P. Kozyrev's Russian
 Philosophy: Diversity in Unity [Russkaja filosofija : Mnogoobrazie v e dins tve,
 2001]; Petr Apryshko's History of Russian Philosophy [Irf, 2001]; Igor' Evlam-
 piev's History of Russian Philosophy [Irf, 2002]; Zamaleev's Chronicle of Russian
 Philosophy : 862-2002 [Letopis9 russkoj filosofii : 862-2002, 2003]; Leonid Stol-
 ovic's History of Russian Philosophy [Irf, 2005]; Boris Emel'janov and Konstantin
 Ljubutin's History of Russian Philosophy [Irf, 2005]; Lev Sapošnikov and
 Aleksandr Fedorov's History of Russian Religious Philosophy [lstorija russkoj
 religioznoj filosofii, 2006], and Mikhail Maslin's History of Russian Philosophy [Irf,
 2008], although this list is far from exhaustive.
 While it could be argued that in the past 20 years literature and cinema have

 lived through their respective historical crises and moved on to other topics of
 investigation (e.g. ethics, contemporaneity, imperial anxiety), the legacy inherited
 from perestroika - the idea that everyone has the right to his own history and to
 publish this history - remains an increasingly relevant guiding principle in the
 discipline of philosophy. We can, thus, speak of an almost hyper-developed
 tradition of philosophical historiography. And while we cannot deny the solid
 scholarship of many of these texts, they are rarely able to offer anything new,
 thereby solidifying their role as the frequent object of scrutiny in the mainstream
 Russian academic community.
 Furthermore, most of these contemporary studies are still engaged in pigeon-

 holing Russian thought according to essentialized "characterizing traits" and
 include the same names in their tables of contents. Take, for instance, Sapošnikov
 and Fedorov's 2006 History of Russian Religious Philosophy . More developed and
 self-reflexive than many histories from the twentieth century, the authors present
 their "characterizing traits" in the work's Introduction. These are: (1) diffusion,
 relating specifically to the wide array of philosophical ideas at play at any time; (2)
 ontologism , referring to the ontologization of truth as apparent in the hesychist
 tradition; (3) aestheticism; and (4) sobornosť, or "unity in the many." While these
 four traits are perhaps a helpful summary of important trends in Russian

 29 Here we should also note Andrei Sukhov's tediously titled Russian philosophy. Path of Development.
 Sketches of Theoretical History [Russkaja filosofija. Puť razvitija. Očerki teoretičeskoj istorii], which
 appeared in 1989. Sukhov was the head of the sub-department for the History of Russian Philosophy at
 the Institute of Philosophy, Academy of Sciences (Moscow) between 1982 and 1992 and was influential
 in policy making. Another interesting text by Sukhov, though not structured as a history, is his Russian
 Philosophy. Particularities, Traditions, Historical Fates [Russkaja filosofija. osobennosti, traditsii,
 istoričeskie sud' by, 1995]. Here Sukhov vacillates between essentializing Russian philosophy and
 situating the tradition critically in the history of philosophy. That is, he makes comments about the
 "uniqueness" of Russian thought while also labeling some phenomena as products of a shared Western
 philosophical approach. See Sukhov (1995).
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 Fig. 1 Approximate distribution of pages by time period

 philosophical thought, Šapošnikov and Fedorov go on to flex their historiosophical
 muscles in their condemnation of earlier histories by Špet and Iakovenko, noting
 that both philosophers could not have possibly properly understand the role of
 "original Russian thought," given their own European-centric bias (Šapošnikov and
 Fedorov 2008, 3).
 Evlampiev' s 2002 History of Russian Philosophy continues down this path,
 though taking an unexpected approach. The author argues that one of the pivotal
 characteristics of Russian philosophy is its "intuitive relationship to the world,"
 expressed best through artistic, non-academic, and emotional stylization (Evlampiev
 2002, 5). By itself, this thesis is not novel. Evlampiev's argument conforms to the
 literary-mystical qualities often attributed to the religious narrative, and here the use
 of the word "intuition" brings us not to Kant, but to the above definitions of
 historiosophy. Yet, although his nearly 600-page history includes all the expected
 names, it begins with nineteen pages on the medieval "prehistory" of Russian
 thought (of which six are dedicated to iconography), devotes 166 pages to the
 nineteenth century, 353 to the twentieth century, and ends with 15 pages on Soviet
 philosophy: 5 on Marxism and Leninism in the Soviet Union; 10 on Mikhail
 Bakhtin and Merab Mamardašvili. Evlampiev concludes by identifying Andrej
 Ruble v, Fëdor Dostoevskij, and Andrej Tarkovskij as Russia's most important
 philosophical minds - the exemplifying trio of the "path" of the Russian
 philosophical tradition (Ibid., 576) (Fig. 1).
 In this regard, Evlampiev' s history is unlike the others, which spend a
 substantially larger number of pages on the nineteenth century than the twentieth.
 Were we to remove Evlampiev' s history from the above graph (he spends 38 pages
 on Lev Karsavin, 42 on Semen Frank, and 30 on Ivan IP in), the twentieth century
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 would be noticeably less represented than the nineteenth.30 Despite this discrepancy,
 however, scholarship on these two centuries greatly outweighs that on the pre-
 Enlightenment period, which is treated as a pre-history to Russian philosophical
 thought, and also on the eighteenth century, which is typically only discussed
 superficially. As Mihkail Gromov noted, an entry for "Enlightenment" is even
 missing from Maslin's Russian Philosophy : An Encyclopedia [Russkaja filosofija :
 Entsiklopedija , 2007] (Gromov 2008, 25). However, no period is as neglected as the
 contemporary, which is almost always passed over in silence.
 One exception to this is Maslin 2008 History of Russian Philosophy. Favoring the

 secular and academic traditions over the religious, Maslin's study spends 16 more
 pages on the Westernizers than on the Slavophiles - a difference that comprises
 more pages than the number of pages devoted to Solov'ëv over the course of his
 book. Maslin's History also includes extensive chapters on the Russian academic
 structure, Soviet materialism, cosmology, philosophy of science, and discussions of
 late-Soviet philosophy of methodology and cognition (e.g. Bonifatij Kedrov, Pavel
 Kopnin, and Merab Mamardašvili). A total of 63 pages are devoted to secular
 philosophy during the Soviet period (37 to Marxist-Leninism; 26 to non-Marxist,
 non-religious Soviet thought), while an unprecedentedly high number (5) of pages
 are dedicated to the post-Soviet era. Unfortunately, this final section, "Philosophical
 Research in the Post-Soviet Period," is as vague as its title. Maslin speaks mainly of
 the post-1991 crisis of values and the "search for elements of a new worldview"
 (Maslin 2008b, c, 613), though he does not say much about academic work in the
 course of the last two decades. The exception is a brief overview of Aleksandr
 Zinov'ev's political writings and the identification of a few post-Soviet trends, such
 as the "philosophy of international relations" and new developments in logic.
 Looking over contemporary histories of Russian philosophy, we also cannot help

 but notice the exceedingly flexible concept of philosophy at play, where the title
 "philosopher" includes theologians, writers, and other cultural figures who would
 never find their way into the Anglo-American canon, or even the Continental one. In

 Zamaleev's 2001 History , for instance, we learn that the Russian philosophical
 tradition stretches as far back as the eleventh-century, to Vladimir Monomakh.
 Similarly, in one of the earliest of the contemporary histories, Gromov and Kozlov's
 Russian Philosophical Thought from 1990, the authors trace the history of
 philosophy back to the Primary Chronicle [Povesť vremennykh let ] entry for 6494
 (986) often referred to as "The Philosopher's Speech" ["Ree' filosofa"], calling it
 Russia's own version of a Socratic dialogue (Gromov and Kozlov 1990, 44-47).31
 In Maslin's Russian Philosophy : An Encyclopedia, Russia's philosophers include a
 list of names - Aleksandr Blok, Catherine II, Denis Fonvizin, Nikolaj Gogol',
 Kazimir Malevič, Sergej Uvarov - that would make a mainstream Slavist feel like
 an expert in the domain of Russian philosophical thought.
 Yet, while it cannot be denied that religious metaphysics make up a large part of

 the Russian philosophical tradition, more often than not, the flexibility in the

 30 For comparison, Evlampiev spends only ten pages on Špet.

 31 The entry for 6494 (986) begins on line 84: 17, the philosopher's first appearance is at line 86:8, and the
 philosopher's speech begins at 87:23.
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 Russian canon often corresponds to a conflation between religious metaphysics and
 theology. In Viktor Il'in's history from 1997, for instance, philosophy has its roots
 in Byzantine thinkers like fourth century bishop Vasilij the Great (Kesarijskij) and,
 three hundred years later, John of Damascus. Vjačeslav Serbinenko's history details
 the development of philosophy from the eleventh century Kiev-Pechersk monk
 Feodosija of Pečersk to Aleksej Losev. Many histories include the Greek born,
 Italian educated Mount Athos monk Maximus the Greek (Michael Trivolis) within
 the ranks of Russia's great early philosophers. As Edward Swiderski speculates, it
 would be illuminating to see the reaction of an outsider, unaware of the specificities
 of Russian culture and philosophy, to "how explicitly philosophical schemes are
 set alongside overtly theological frames of reference" (Swiderski 1998, 285).
 Yet, this plurality is not necessarily disorienting for the scholar of Russian
 philosophy, given the consistent treatment of the three most discussed thinkers -
 Solov'ëv, Bulgakov, and Berdjaev. Outside a small canon of "accepted figures,"
 however, it seems that there is little agreement on what "Russian philosophy"
 signifies, when it began, or what thinkers are to be included within its ranks. The
 positive result of this is that the influx of differing opinions has led to the
 development of a wide array of interpretational schools apart from the universal-
 izing tendencies of a single hegemonic narrative. The negative result is that not only
 has the post-Soviet influx of historical narratives on many levels attenuated respect
 for the sub-discipline of the history of Russian philosophy, but the publication and
 distribution of many of these histories are surrounded by hegemonic struggles and
 bitter polemics - squabbles that emphasize the vacuum-like nature of this facet of
 post-Soviet philosophical production.
 One such debate concerns the work of Aleksandr Zamaleev, head of the sub-
 department of the History of Russian Philosophy at St. Petersburg State University,
 and his philosophy textbook Lectures on the History of Russian Philosophy from the
 eleventh to the twentieth centuries. This textbook was the subject of a controversial
 newspaper article in 2000 by St. Petersburg philosopher Pavel Kuznetsov, where
 Zamaleev is accused of presenting a false history in his book and, ultimately, of
 being a phony scholar. At one point Kuznetsov indirectly suggests through
 paralipsis that Zamaleev is a "fossilized Soviet dinosaur" ["iskopaemyj sovetskij
 dinozavr"] (Kuznetsov 2000, 3), and here the reader is reminded of 1950s-era issues
 of Questions of Philosophy [Voprosy filosofii ], where it became common for authors
 to refer to their colleagues with zoological metaphors, some of the most popular
 being "mole," "ostrich," and, of course, "goat."32 In his article, Kuznetsov also
 plays a game where he opens to random pages of Zamaleev' s History in order to
 find what he deems the most ridiculous statement on the page.
 Then, in 2001, Zamaleev published his own monograph entitled New Research
 on Russian Philosophy [Novy e issledovanija po russkoj filosofii ], which is dedicated
 to criticizing his colleagues for their recent histories of Russian philosophy, as well
 as for misquoting his work in their own (here we remember Berdjaev's quarrel with
 Florovskij over the misrepresentation of his own work). Zamaleev criticizes
 Evlampiev's history for making "absolutely no room for Christianity" (Zamaleev

 32 For more on this see Sekatskij (1994, 7-41).
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 2001, 19). And had Evlampiev read Berdjaev more carefully, Zamaleev continues,
 he would have known "that Dostoevskij, as a metaphysical thinker, was formed in
 the womb of Christianity and not Gnosticism" (Ibid., 23).33 Zamaleev begins his
 monograph with an address to the reader that sums up the state of post-Soviet
 philosophy particularly well: "Have you noticed how much misunderstanding and
 discord has arisen in the name of love for the history of Russian philosophy?" (Ibid.,
 б).34

 One of the most recent of such disagreements concerns the publication of Maslin' s
 Russian Philosophy : An Encyclopedia. Its objective, as expressed by Maslin at a
 2008 roundtable, sponsored by the journal Questions of Philosophy, is commendable:
 to demonstrate that "Russian philosophy is by no means concerned only with its own
 ethno-cultural reality, but with the universal problems of world philosophy" (Maslin
 2008a, 5).35 Much of this roundtable, however, was spent on debates over the names
 present or absent in the history, over how many pages were dedicated to a work by
 Vasilij Rozanov, and over why substantially fewer pages were included on works
 perceived by some to be more important. Most critical of this work was Sergei
 Khoružij, who concluded that not only does the History lack a rationale and
 methodology, but that it does not do Russian philosophy the justice that it deserves.36
 Regarding what he saw as the unfettered, irrational representation of the history of
 Russian philosophy in this encyclopedia, Khoružij wrote: "The subject matter
 presented to us under the name Russian Philosophy ... is actually, as expressed in
 Gogol', 'neither this nor that. The devil knows what it is'" (Khoružij 2008, 29).37

 While we have come to expect a certain amount of intellectual discord among
 academics, philosophers in Russia have earned a reputation of practicing philosophy
 in a style that Aleksandr Rybas has likened to the style of a Russian horn orchestra
 [rogovaja muzyka ], where the goal is to drown out - rather than compliment - one's
 neighbor.38 Like the cacophony of Dostoevskij' s "Bobok" (1873), voices compete
 with one another in such a way that they cause what the author described as a
 dissonant muddle [katavasija], resisting the traditional point/counterpoint model of

 33 ["Достоевский как метафизический мыслитель формировался в лоне христианства, а не
 гностицизма"].

 34 ["Замечали ли Вы, читатель, сколько недоразумений, сколько разногласий возникает на
 почве любви к русосой философии"].

 35 ["русская философия обращена отнюдь не только к собственной этнокультурной реальности, а ко
 всеобщим проблемам мировой философии"].

 Khoružij was not present at the roundtable discussion but sent written comments on the volume for
 inclusion in Questions of Philosophy.

 36 For a similar debate surrounding the 2000 publication of the New Philosophical Encyclopedia [Nov aja
 filosofskaja entsiklopedija , 2000], see Vaganov (2001).

 37 ["Предмет, что под именем РФ представлен нам ... на самом деле, по Г оголю выражаясь, - ни то ни
 се, а черт знает что."].

 38 For Alexander Rybas' use of this metaphor in a review of the X Historians' Symposium of Russian
 Philosophy (2007), see Rybas (2008, 18). The first such horn orchestra was organized in 1751 by S.K.
 Naryškin and Ja. Mareš. Performances included anywhere between 91 and 300 copper hunting horns,
 each one emitting only one note. See Vertkov (1948). Horn orchestras are mentioned in Deržvin's odes
 "Felitsa" (1792) and "Ruins" ["Razvaliny," 1799], and of course in Lomonosov's "On the Invention of
 Horn Music" ["Na izobretennie rogovoj myzyki"] (1753).
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 academic criticism and creating what Zamaleev has colorfully described as "an
 arena for ideological clanking" (Zamaleev 2001, 38).39 Such a situation is surely
 what Victorino Tejera had in mind when he wrote that "it is unphilosophic for living
 thinkers to argue with, or criticize each other, from their own premises only and not
 address each other's basic assumptions" (Tejera 1989, 124).

 What comes after the end of philosophy?

 Having traversed the history of Russian philosophical historiography, we have seen
 that the discipline is thoroughly engaged in a process of self-definition - of
 attempting to encase itself within a single totalizing narrative, one that was often
 dependent on the intellectual hegemony of the day. Most frequently taking the form
 of the identification of "characterizing traits," these texts aligned themselves with
 the political realities of the time - whether the Orthodoxy, autocracy, and
 nationality of Nicholas I, the renewed optimism in secular philosophy after the
 discipline's return to the universities in the early 1860s, or the growing
 preoccupation with identifying the characteristics of the Russian "national
 character" and/or "Russian idea" in the twentieth century.40
 In the contemporary period, however, references to the "Russian idea" and
 "straight path of Byzantium" have been replaced by two dominating approaches:
 (1) an adherence to traditional methods of historiography; and (2) a denial of the
 domestic philosophical tradition altogether, where the response to the query "Is
 there philosophy in Russia?" is often emphatically negative. If we were to step back
 and look at these symptoms as a trend in philosophy rather than as nation-specific -
 as a path chosen by philosophers rather than as some Florovskian "path of
 philosophy" - then the conflicted state of philosophy in Russia actually brings it
 into closer dialogue with contemporary Western debates, particularly those
 occurring in the American philosophical tradition.
 A useful model can be found in Alasdair Maclntyre's book After Virtue (1981),
 where he describes a hypothetical situation (modeled on the opening of Walter M.
 Miller's novel A Canticle for Leibowitz [I960]) in which a natural disaster has
 destroyed the continuity of all academic knowledge, leaving behind only fragments
 of books and memories of experiments. If humankind were to go about trying to
 reconstruct this lost knowledge from what remained after the catastrophe, Maclntyre
 continues, the results of academic progress would look more or less the same on the
 surface, but underneath they would lack the theoretical contexts and attitudes that
 once gave them their significance and grounded them within a shared history of
 intellectual progress.

 39 ["aixjiia для идеологических брнианий**].

 40 By contrast, Alexander В roadie' s A History of Scottish Philosophy (2009) denies that "national
 philosophy" in this essentialized way can exist. Instead of offering characterizing traits of Scottish
 philosophy (except for the assertion that Scotland* s rich philosophical tradition testifies to a deep interest
 in abstract speculation), he instead poses the question, "What do we mean by Scottish philosophy?'** His
 conclusion: "There surely cannot be anything Scottish about the question whether our powers of sense
 perception deliver up truths about the world, nor anything Scottish about the answer. That is surely
 incontestable.** See Broadie (2009, 2).
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 For Maclntyre this condition of "grave disorder" is not merely a hypothetical
 catastrophe, but describes the state of contemporary American ethical philosophy,
 where "modern moral utterances and practices can only be understood as a series of
 fragmented survivals from an older past," disconnected from the intellectual
 connections that should accompany them (Maclntyre 1984, 2 and 110-111). He
 locates evidence of the collapse in two dominating symptoms of the period: (1) "the
 multifariousness and apparent incommensurability of the concepts invoked;" and
 (2) "the assertive use of ultimate principles in attempt to close debates" (Ibid., 35).
 In describing these symptoms, in fact, Maclntyre could very well have been
 speaking of the writing of the history of philosophy in contemporary Russia, where
 both traits - bitter debates and the tendency to fall back on "ultimate principles"
 (i.e. essentialized characterizing traits) - comprise the primary avenues for criticism
 against this sub-discipline (Ibid.).

 While the explosion of historical narratives in the past 20 years demonstrates that
 there is widespread interest within Russia in producing philosophical texts and in
 the search for Russia's intellectual legacy, we are hard pressed to describe a way in
 which they offer something new to contemporary scholarship. More often than not
 they say a lot without saying anything at all, in the sense that they conform to an
 already crystallized canon of historiography and recreate what has already been
 published.41 In the case of those histories that do provide a radically new reading of
 history, such as Evlampiev's naming of Rublev, Dostoevskij, and Tarkovskij as the
 thinkers most indicative of the Russian philosophical tradition, their adherence to
 the traditionalism of the nineteenth-century narrative detracts from their academic
 credibility, rendering them, in the eyes of their critics, just another history of
 Russian philosophy.
 Those who comment on Russian philosophy are often equally guilty of

 essentializing the discipline, continuously refuting its existence in totalizing,
 "end-of-philosophy" critiques. They too offer totalizing, "characterizing traits"
 through which one is encouraged to view the whole of Russian thought. The trouble
 in this is particularly apparent if we remember Sergei Prozorov's suggestion that the
 "end of history" narrative is so prevalent that it is a contender for a new "Russian
 idea" (Prozorov 2008, 225) - a new set of totalizing characteristics within which
 Russian thought must be viewed.
 If we return to the above mentioned imagery of intellectuals without ideas

 (Ivanov and Smirnov) and heads filled only with phantasms (Anašvili), I would
 argue that when critics speak out against the idealessness of Russian philosophy,
 they speak not of ideas, per se, but of "originality." Each of these histories offers
 many ideas - one would be hard-pressed to dispute this fact. But whether these ideas

 41 We see this same ritualistic repetition in ROSSPEN's 118 volume Library of Domestic Social Thought
 [Bibliotéka otečestvennoj obsčestvennoj mysli , 2009-2010), about which Nikolaj Plotnikov remarked:
 "The library . . . includes a number of truly interesting volumes . . . But the majority of the volumes are
 fifteenth republications of the same old texts - texts that, in many cases, were already published better and
 more completely than planned in the Library.''1
 [Библиотека ... содержит ряд действительно интересных томов .... Но основная масса томов

 представляет собой пятнадцатое переиздание одних и тех же текстов, причем изданных зачастую
 лучше и полнее, чем это планируется в БООМ.] See Plotnikov (2010).
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 are original or not is up for debate. Without delving into the countless approaches on
 what constitutes originality and the implications of such a judgment, we might best
 be guided by Adriaan Peperzak's view that the label "originality" depends wholly
 on the reception of a particular idea among others who are qualified to receive that
 idea. If a community of specialists finds an idea novel and worth referencing in their
 own work as such, then it has proved itself original (Peperzak 1989, 26).
 I would then go one step further and argue that by "idealessness" these critics
 have in mind not only "originality"; by "originality" they actually mean
 "Western." When they speak of empty discussions, academics with heads full of
 nonsense, and the end of history, they are not necessarily implying that the country
 is not producing anything, but that it is not producing anything up to the standard of
 some Western ideal of philosophical production. Not surprisingly, this model is
 often a German one. Vitalij Kurennoj, for instance, compares what he sees as the
 subpar level of some Russian scholarship - rash generalizations, irresponsible use of
 sources - with the rigor of the German academic model. In particular, he compares
 Krasikov's 2008 study of contemporary Russian thought, Russian Philosophy
 Today , with Christian Tilitzki's 2001 study of German university philosophy ( Die
 deutsche Universitätsphilosophie in der Weimarer Republik und im Dritten Reich),
 pointing out that only the latter includes "two volumes of empirical material"
 (Kurennoj 2009, 116).
 As Valerij Podoroga noted at a June 2009 Moscow conference in response to
 Fredric Jameson's "new reading" of Marx's Capital, "We do not need another
 reading of Capital, what we have to do is re-write Capital " (Podoroga 2009). Here
 Podoroga is speaking to a crucial accusation addressed to historians of philosophy -
 that they are involved in the endless regurgitation of dead philosophers in place of
 actually producing philosophy themselves. In the context of the history of Russian
 philosophy, we might say that rather than repeatedly revisit and rewrite its past,
 historians of Russian thought might set about contributing something "original" (in
 Peperzak's view of the word) to that history.
 In this vein, in his study Soviet Historiography of Philosophy from 1990, Van der
 Zweerde wrote: "If . . . Soviet philosophy can finally drop its claim to be the highest
 achievement of the historical development of philosophy, to be on the right path, set
 down by Lenin, and to be a unified, continuously developing system, ... in that case
 we might be surprised by the intellectual vigor of many Soviet philosophers and
 should be prepared to see historians of philosophy turn into philosophers in their
 own right (Van der Zweerde 1990, 39). Although its fortuitous publication - less
 than a year before the collapse of the Soviet Union - quickly rendered the language
 of these comments outdated, Van der Zweerde' s appraisal not only captured the
 trouble of late Soviet historiography, but continues to epitomize the contemporary
 situation in the sub-discipline of the history of Russian philosophy. Though Hegel
 asserts in his Lectures on the History of Philosophy that the study of the history of
 Philosophy is the study of Philosophy itself, as the Mad Hatter edifies Alice in
 Lewis Carol's work: this does not mean that the opposite is true. That is to say that
 although many of Russia's preeminent scholars of Russian philosophy are content in
 the role of historian, that does not mean that to study philosophy in Russia is
 necessarily to rewrite its history.
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